
 
QUIZ #11 ON THE BUTTONWOOD AND FRB CHARTS 

 
1. What is the birthdate, or natal chart date, for the founding of the U.S. stock market? What 

is this chart also known as? 

 

Buttonwood chart is May 17, 1792. Aries rising Ascendant in New York, New York. 

 

 

2. What are the three major aspects in this chart and what degrees of the zodiac are thus 

sensitive when planets transit through them? 

 

1. Mercury-Sun conjunction at 23 and 27 Taurus. 2. Jupiter-Neptune conjunction at 22-

27 Libra opposite Saturn at 26 Aries. 3. Pluto at 23 Aquarius square Mercury-Sun 

conjunction in Taurus. 

 

 

3. When did Mars last transit one of these degree zones? What zone was it?  

 

Mars transited 23-27 Leo July 19-27. This was opposite Pluto and square Mercury-Sun. 

 

 

4. When is the next time Mars will transit in aspect to one of these degree zones? What zone 

will it be? Is there a critical reversal zone nearby? What do you think will happen in the 

DJIA at that time? 

 

Mars will be conjunct Jupiter-Neptune at 22-27 Libra October 19, 2021-October 26, 2021.  

Pretty much the whole month of October is in a CRD, so a high or low—or both could form. 

 

 

5. What is the birthdate, or natal chart date, for the founding of the Federal Reserve Board? 

 

FRB chart is December 23, 1913. Aries Ascendant in New York, New York. 

 

 



6. What aspect in that chart is most important for potential reversals in the U.S. Treasury 

markets? 

 

Sun-Pluto opposition (Sun 1 degree Capricorn, Pluto 0 degree Cancer) 

 

 

7. When did Jupiter and/or Mars last aspect this degree zone? What happened in U.S. 

Treasuries then? Were other markets affected at that time? Which ones? 

 

Mars transited zero degrees cancer April 23-26. T-Notes suffered a minor drop during that 

time. Stocks rose slightly. 

 

8. When will Mars next make a hard aspect to this degree zone? 

 

September 15-17 when it transits 0-1 Libra. 

 

  



QUIZ #12 ON INTEGRATING GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL REVERSAL 

DATES WITH CYCLE STUDIES 
 

1. What are the steps involved in determining the closest date to a primary cycle trough, via 

MMTA market timing tools? Describe each step involved in narrowing it down to a 

particular date with a tight orb? 

 

• Locate the last primary cycle trough. 

• Count forward the number of weeks when the next primary cycle trough is due, and 

draw a line on the bottom of the chart to highlight that probable primary cycle trough 

time band. 

• Locate the last major and half-primary cycle trough.  

• Count forward the number of weeks when the next major and half-primary cycle 

trough is due, and draw a line on the bottom of the chart to highlight when that is. 

Pay close attention when these lines begin to overlap with the projected primary cycle 

time band. 

• You may also count forward after each major, half-primary, and primary cycle 

trough and identify possible time bands for the next crests of each cycle. You may 

draw these lines on the top part of the bar chart. This will be more challenging, 

however, because the crest location depends upon whether the cycle is bullish or 

bearish. 

 

 

 

 

2. In the chart of July Corn (below), a primary cycle starts on Thursday, March 4. Identify 

the time band when the next primary cycle trough would be due. What type of primary 

cycle pattern is this? When is the time band of the cycle phase that overlaps the time band 

for the projected primary cycle trough? What critical reversal dates were present during the 

overlap of these time bands? When did the phases of the primary cycle and its crests occur? 

What geocosmic signatures were nearby to those cycle turns? 

 

15-21 week primary cycle, so a low is due between the weeks of June 14 and July 26.  Appears 

to be a 3-phase cycle thus far, with major bottoms on April 20 and May 26. We could be 

entering distortion territory now. Major cycle and primary cycle overlap is between July 1 

and July 30.  There was a CRD on July 19, and another one is on August 4-5, where there 

will be plenty of aspects related to Venus (ruler of grains). Primary cycle topped out on May 

7 in the continuous contract.  This was not far from the second passage of Saturn-Uranus 

square. 



 

 

 

  



 

QUIZ 13 ON INTEGRATING GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL REVERSALS 

DATES, CYCLE TIME BANDS, AND TECHNICAL STUDIES  
 

 

Using the calendar graph above and the Corn-Soybean charts on the prior page…  

 

1. Was there intermarket bullish divergence during the primary cycle lows? Was there 

oscillator divergence? 

 

Yes, there was intermarket bullish divergence between beans and corn during the March 

primary cycle lows.  There was not any meaningful oscillator divergence at the time in beans, 

there was a slight case for Corn near its primary cycle low, however. 

 

 

 

 

2. Were there any notable Venus aspects or transits or New/Full Moons during the primary 

cycle lows in Soybeans or Corn? 

 

Helio-Venus transited into Pisces near the Corn low, and it was a few days after a new moon. 

For beans, we had a full moon near the low. 
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